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KOHLER OF KOHLER identifies an insti-

tution and a community and suggests their

intimate relation one with the other.

Kohler is a planned community, which, under
good leadership, the people are building for

themselves. It is American in spirit and govern-
ment. There is something dynamic about the

place. There is a fresh, living interest.

The people are for the most part identified

with the Kohler Co. The larger number of them
have worked together for years. They are pos-

sessed not only of high skill, but of a rare spirit of

co-operation. They form an organization in the

true sense of the word.
i
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A Jew tasteful changes mid the uhl home is transformed to the highest
realizalion of today's comfort and liveability.

Better Plumbing Fixtures for the Home

IN BUILDING a new home today or modernizing an old one,

you are called upon to make many decisions. Possibly that

in regard to plumbing fixtures is most important. For of all

factors which promote the M'ell-being and comfort of those

within, none is so ^ital as modern, attracti\e and useful plumb-
ing fixtures.

Plumbing fixtures are of many different types and a knowledge
and appreciation of their various features of design, construction

and operation is important. It is therefore essential, in making
a wise choice, to have information that is right up to date

—

embracing the many modern im|Dro\ements which bring new
beauty into the home, protect health through efficient opera-

tion, and save time and energy by their greater usefulness.

To give such information is the purpose of this booklet. The
following pages not only present the utilitarian features to be
found in all modern Kohler plumbing fixtures, but afford sug-

gestions for giving the home added interest, added beauty and
convenience.

Exquisite bathrooms are illustrated with Kohler fixtures in

color. These show the new possibilities for pleasing effects that

can be achieved with the use of Kohler colorware. There is

real inspiration in these Modern American bathrooms. There
is charm of an unusual order.

These color schemes, and many possible variations of them,

can be worked out either elaborately or in a simple modest
way, for practically all Kohler fixtures are available in color.

These Kohler colored fixtures are but little more expensive than
white. Since installation and material costs are the same for

a bathroom with colorware as for one with fixtures in white,

but little is added to the total cost of the home.

I
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The happy faces ofheatlhy growing children re-
Jlecl the home's sanitary plumbing fixtures.

Press the button and the Kohler Electric Sink
washes the dishes quickly and hygienicaUy.

For those who desire the more pretentious fixtures, Kohler
has designed the stately paneled Mayfair tub and the gracious
Bellaires and Fairfax boudoir lavatories—spirited designs in the
modern mood, with fittings chromium plated or in gold, that
reveal superb conception and craftsmanship.
Whether pretentious or modest, e\'ery Kohler fixture is of

one quality, each with the same uniform texture, smooth hard-
ness, and purity of color. All products of iron are coated with
the famous enamel developed and perfected by Kohler of Kohler
in the years following its founding in 1873. Every vitreous china
piece, large or small, has the same indestructible glaze and is

twice fired in the latest and most modern tunnel kilns that are
available to industry today.

In this book will also be found modern fixtures for the laundry
and kitchen. Here, Kohler inventixe genius has pioneered in
many labor-saving devices. The Kohler Electric Sink-Dish-
washer, the Kohler Electric Sink-Clotheswasher, the Electric
Clotheswasher, the modern Efficiency Sinks with the remarkable
Duostrainer drain, jewel-like Octachrome fittings plated with
chromium which preserves their platinum-like lustre from
tarnishing and corrosion—these are a few of the epochal j^achievements of Kohler of Kohler craftsmen. \W

Modernizing with

Kohler of Kohler Fixtures

The plumbing fixtures for an
entire home can be supplied by
Kohler of Kohler. Throughout
its history of more than half a
century, the Kohler organiza-
tion has had one guiding purpose—to manufacture products of
unusual excellence. Kohler fix-

tures vary in size and hence in
price, but the materials and
workmanship are always the best
that research and skill have been The KohUr Clolheswasher combination in
able to attain. ^°^'^'' beautifies the laundry and makes

the washday more pleasant.

wL^uuwsgmm ;^,ui..--.JM.
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The Kohler Diioslrainer, drain con-
trol, makes the sink a water re-

taining basin stiilable for
many tasks.

i
1;4 I.

The manufacture of Kohler Plumbing
Fixtures botli enameled and vitreous
and of Kohler Plumbing Brass, is con-
centrated in one great factor)^ at
Kohler, \Msconsin. As a result of this

concentration, production is carried on
under uniform conditions and there is

unity and effectiveness of supervision.
This, coupled with the thoroughness
which is a tradition in the organiza-
tion, makes possible the uniform
qualit}^ for which Kohler products
ha\'e become known.

vSince the introduction of color
in plumbing fixtures, the importance

of securing products manufactured under the closest supervision
becomes increasingly important. A most striking property of
Kohler colors is their uniformity. Although vitreous china and
enameled fixtures are manufactured of different materials under
different conditions, the finished ware has a remarkable similarity
of appearance, both color
and texture.

The careful home builder
will also insist on brass fit-

tings that are made by the
same company which pro-
duces the fixtures he se-

lects. Kohler of Kohler fit-

tings are made of the
highest grade brass, wrought
by master craftsmen. Me-
chanically and artistically

Kohler brass fittings grace
and dignify the fixtures

the}^ adorn.

A recent innovation in

bath fittings is the Kohler Octachrome line for bath, shower,
lavatory and sink. Modern, of octagonal designs, practical, dis-
tinctive^these chromium ]3lated fittings approach the ultimate
in their je^^'el-like beauty.
Kohler chromium plating gives to these fittings and other Kohler

brass a new enduring beauty. Its soft and lustrous sheen is

under ordinary conditions non-tarnishing and permanent. Colors
are absorbed and reflect-

'~^^ ed in a manner particu-
larly pleasing when used
on colored ware.
No activity in the

Kohler organization is

more emphasized than
research and among its

fruits have been such

J,,- , , - . ,• 1 n . J ,
basic developments as

I'linl'gtoss.acid'resisltng enamel withstands the ravages ,i .
,

of strong jrnil and vegetable acids. the OnC-piece lavatOry,

V

The Bellaires lavatory has all the beauty and grace of
fine furniture.
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the one-piece sink, and the one-piece, double-shell built-in bath,
in addition to those already mentioned.
One of the more recent of these achievements is Flint-gloss

Enamel, an acid-resisting enamel of \-itreous-like hardness. It
is not affected by fruit acids or alkalis. It will not roughen, stain,
or discolor. All fixtures shown in this book may be obtained in
Flint-gloss as well as in regular enamel. Flint-gloss enamel is

also available in all Kohler colors.

The Utmost in Beauty and Usefulness

In selecting Kohler of Kohler fixtures from this book, there-
fore, you can be sure that they are the utmost in beauty and
usetulness that modern science and industry have been able to
produce in a period of over fifty years.

Familiarize yourself with the'fixtures shown in this book. For
your convenience prices are given. These do not include ma-
terials or labor of installation, but will enable you to plan your
home and make your selection.

If possible, visit a Kohler showroom. Cities in which Kohler
showrooms are maintained are listed on the front page of this
book. At these showrooms you can see the actual fixtures and
fittings installed as they would be in your own home.

Specification pages illustrating and describing the fixtures you
select will |je prepared for you in accordance with your architect's
or contractor's plan. This ser\'ice is without charge.

If a Kohler showroom is not convenient, visit your plumber.
A great many plumbers ha\-e showrooms where Kohler fixtures
are installed. Take this book with you and point out the fixtures
you have selected from it.

The ddicale hmuly of Ihis lavatory fiitiug is typical oj
Koliler Oclachrome brass.

NOTICE
'^piIIS book shows a representative, but by no means complete, line of^ Koliler Plumbing Fixtures. On each page where fixtures are shown,
prices are given. It must be understood (hat these prices are approximate
only. Installation and freight charges have not been figured. How-
ever, except for this and for price changes which may occur subsequent to
the printing of this book, the prices given herein plus freight and installation
costs are about those which you will pay in your plumber's establishment.
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The Autumn Brown Mayfair Bathroom

CONTEMPORARY art in architectural design and in decora-

tive treatment is carried out in every detail in this modern
bathroom. The Mayfair tuls, set in a no^-el recess, has a panelled

side and smart wide rim. The Bellaires lavatory of graceful de-

sign is placed in a specially built niche. The shape of the walls and
the color scheme of the room and fixtures, too. complete the individ-

uality of this bathroom which Kohler
craftsmanship has made possibleforyoii.

Fixtures for the Autumn Brown Bath
Gold Plated Fiuings

Mayfair Tub K-22-CJO S495.15
(Shower curtain not included)

Bellaires Lavatory K-4915 790.00
Price for K-5076 bench on application

Rockbourne Closet K-5870 142.35

''9!r7'mf^m^!^im'^^S^ mmm0^-'^^ ^



The Spring Green Mayfair Bathroom

BEAUTY of design and beauty of color go into this truly

modern bathroom. The plumbing fixtures, like the above

Mayfair tub and Fairfax lavatory, must be efficient and sanitary,

at the same time have a grace of contour, a touch of daring, and

an artistic splendor to complete their

modernity.

Fixtures for the Spring Green Bath
Gold Plated Fittnigs

Mayfair Tub K-22-CJO §495.15
(Shower curtain not included)

Fairfax Lavatory K-4918 790.00
(Price for K-5078 bench on application)

Rockbourne Closet K-5870 142.35
J
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The Horizon Blue Imperator Bathroom

THERE is personality in a colored bathroom, there is warmth,
and cheerfulness, and magnificence without ostentation.

Kohler Plumbing Fixtures in color, like the Imperator tub and
Belmore lavatory shown abo\'e, are the keynote. Their soft,

delicate shades provide the foundation on which each delightful

color scheme is built. Their glistening surfaces, like colored mir-

rors, reflect a smooth glow of light

about the room.

Fixtures for the Horizon Blue Bath
ChrofniKin Plated Fittings

Behnore Lavatory K-145-F. . . .$ 83.70

Imperator Tub K-5-CN .... 346.45

Rockbourne Closet K-5870 142.35

Stall Shower Fitting

(without receptor) 139.85

"t> /
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The White Imperator Bathroom

YOUR bathroom is an intimate room, like your boudoir, but

different in that nearlv e\ery guest in your home sees it.

Your bathroom indicates to these guests, friends and strangers,

your taste and refinement. Beautiful and practical eftects can

be achieved in any room when the fixtures are of modern design

and skillfully built by master enamelers

and potters as are the Kohler Belmore

lavatory, Imperator tub, and Rockbourne

closet in the bathroom above.

Fixtures for the White Bathroom
Ail-MetaJ ChroMuum Plated Fittings

Behiiore Lavatory K-145-F S 80.25

Imperator Tub
Rockbourne Closet

U,

K-8-BJ 245.65

K-5870 100.00

SSSBSS^UPPp^^g R(jyiL^t«j.LJ!!JiiiJ.



Room No. I. 5'x7'
Viceroy Tub. .Pages 19 and 20
Devon Closet Page 4,^

Lexington Lavatory. . . " ,13

Room No. IV. 5'x8}4'
Viceroy Tub. . Pages 19 and 20
Standish Lavatory. . . .Page 31
Rockbourne Closet. ... " 42

Room No. VII. 5'x73^'
Viceroy Tub. .Pages 17 and IS

Columbia Lavatory . . . Page 36
Rockbourne Closet. ... " 42

Room No. VIII. 4'x9'
\'iceroy Tub. . Pages 17 and 18
Winthrop Lavatory . . . Page .^2

Devon Closet " 43

Room No. II. 6'xlO'
Imperator Tub. Pages 15 and 16
Cbestcr Lavatory Page 31
Rockbourne Closet. ... " 42

o

g
Room No. V. 8'xlO'

A
Viceroy Tub. .Pages 19 and 20
Standisli Lavatory .... Page 31
Rockbourne Closet.. . . " 42

B
Viceroy Tub. . Pages 17 and IS
Standish Lavatory .... Page 31
Rockbourne Closet. ... " 42

P
X( 1

Room No. IX. 5 x8
Viceroy Tub Page 19
Stall Shower " 27
Ciiester Lavatory " 31
Rockbourne Closet. .. . " 42

Room No. III. 4i^'x7'
Universal Tub Page 24
Emuiet Lavatorv " 36
Selkirk Closet " 44

Room No. VI. 5x5'
Cardinal Tub. Page 21
Osborne Lavatorv " 38
Selkirk Closet " 44

Room No. X. 8'x8'
.\

Universal Tub Page 24
Narobol Lavatory " 37
Devon Closet " 43

B
Universal Tub Page 24
Narobol Lavatory " 37
Devon Closet " 43

Plans For That
Utilizing Varioits

T^HIS evening or in the morning when you
A have to wait to get into the solitary
bathroom, think how your home could be
changeci to make way for an additional one.
It requires neither a large outlay of money
nor a large amount of room to provide this
necessity which saves time and embarrass-
ment for both family and guests.
The plans on this page will show you how

it is done. Simple and economical fi.xtures

have been attractively and practically ar-
ranged in small and odd shaped spaces.

Extra Bathroom
Odd Shaped Spaces

Sometimes it's the end of a hall, some-
times a large closet that is used, again an
extra bedroom is made into two baths. Waste
spaces similar to these are to be found in

every home, just waiting to be turned into
something desirable and useful.

Your plumber would be glad to assist in

selecting the most favorable space. He could
give valuable suggestions in the selection
and planning of fixtures. He could give an
estimate of the cost.

"II ,ijj.LM®aii,ty^|
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Mayfair Right Corner Pattern K-IS-HBO

ODERN in every sense of the word is the new Mayfair tub. From tlie

j^w ^ (hiiiUy Octachrome fitting to the straight panelled side of the tub, Kohler

desig^ners and engineers have maintained a perfect harmony of detail. The 28 inch

wide interior with gently sloping sides and broad flat bottom assure its great com-

fortableness. Its fiat top and smart straight sides with their artful inset panels have

an impressive dignity which the pillar-like corner further enhances and glorifies.

The decorative yet efficient Octachrome fittings with their graceful octagonal

design and coaling of lustrous chromium do their share to complete the picture.

Two styles of fittings are here shown; one through the top of the tub, the other

through the wall, both exceptionally beautiful.

Tlie Mayfair tub in Flint-gloss enamel, tinted in one of the six Kohler colors

or in white or black presents a distinctix'e fixture for the central object of a taste-

fully decorated room. In homes of luxurious appointments, it, in combination with

the new and magnificent Kohler lavatories, finds a

wide appeal. It is made in just one size 5>< feet long.

Remember that the prices gixen on this page and
on all other pages are approximate only and obviously

can not include freight or installation charges which

will vary from place to place. The prices are for

fixtures with fittings as shown; if other fittings are

substituted, the price will, of course, change one

way or the other.Mayfair K-21-BG0
Left comer pattern witli Octa-

fhromc over rim supply. If this

filtint; is ck-sired for right corner,
ordtr K-18-BGO. If left corner
tub with fittinRS through rim is

desired, order K-21-HBO.

Dimensions

Width - 36" Height - 17^" Width of rim - 5"

Prices

r'ixlurc Size

K-18-HBOor K-21-HBO
K-18-BGO or K-21-BGO

5^2 feet

5H feet

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL
Regular |

Flint-gloss Regular Flint-gloss

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Clironilum
Plated Fittings

§253.05
249.35

S299.25
295.45

Chromium
Plated Fittings

S299.25

Chromium
Plated Fittings

295.45
S345.4S
34L75

gjy|UiMW<.LJ"JW|!J-"-"
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Mayfair Recess With Shower K^22-CJO

HERE, set in a tiled recess, is another pattern of tlie Ma^^fair tub. In this
installation, also, the straight panelled side, the flat rim, and the spacious

interior add a note of massiveness and splendor to the room. It is the true
aristocrat of built-in tubs. The tub above has an attractive Octachrome shower

fitting of new octagonal design, chromium plated.
Two valves control both bath and shower supply, a
diverting \'alve directs the stream to the tub or shower
head. Because of its unusually wide and flat bottom,
the tub is well suited for use with a shower. It ma\-
be had in Flint-gloss or in color.

The Mayfair, like all Kohler built-in tubs, sets^ inch
into the floor and has a raised rim at the top which
extends into the wall and prevents the seepage of
water into the partition behind the tub.

iMayfair K-23-CKO
K-23-Cko recess tub with left

outlet. Octachrome top supply
fitting. If left outlet tub with
shower is desired, order K-23-CJO;
for right outlet tub without shower,
order K-22-CKO. Width - 36"

Dimensions
Height - 173^" Width of nm - 5'^

WHITE ENAAIEL COLORED ENAMEL
Prices Hemihir

Size
Chromium

Plated FittiiiRS

K-22-CJO or K-23-CJO
K-22-CKO or K-23-CKO

^2 feet
Ij feet

S2S6.80
2.?0.25

Flint-gloss Regular Flint-gloss

Ciiromium
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Cliroiiiiuni
Plated Fittings

S32S.S0
272.25

S342.20
27 2.25

S370.80
314.25

«^^
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Imperator Right Corner Pattern K-S-CKO

THERE is a massiveness and dignity about the Imperator tubs that excites

admiration. There is a fineness of design that exceeds expectations. The

lines curve with a natural freedom. The low sides, the slope end, and the generous

proportions of the interior assure the greatest possible bathing comfort.
_

_

The Kohler Octachrome fittings shown above are of a modern and artistic

octagonal design that lend an additional touch of charm to the bath installation.

Below is shown the left corner pattern, and a right and left outlet tub with exposed

fittings.
, ,, ,

• -f ^1

The numbers under each illustration on this and all other pages signity the

fixture complete with fittings. To be certain of getting bath complete with fitting

desired, the fixture number together with all the letters must be specified.

If fittings other than those shown are preferred, they may be specified.

Width - 34"

Dimensions

Height - 173^" Width of rim - 4^"

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL

Prices Regular

Mxturc Size

N^ickcl

Plated Fittings

K-S'CKO or K-n-CKO

K.9-CN or K-IO-CN

5 feet
5 ' ^ feet

feet
; feet

S141.65
14S.Lt

146.40
152.90

Flint-gloss

Chromium
Plated Fittings-

S205.70
213.85

181,55
189.70

Regular Flint-gloss

Chromium
Ptated Fittings

S205.70
2LLS5

183.45
191.60

Chromium
Plated Fittings

$234.85
244.00

212.60
222.35

*Price incUide.s china handles and escutclieons. In ordering omit the "O" from the number.

Imperator K-9-CN Imperator K-IO-CN Imperator K-ll-CKO

Richt corner pattern—outlet at left

end—exposed top supply fitting.

Left corner pattern—outlet at right

end—exposed top supply fitting.

Identical with K-8-CK0 shown
above except for left corner.

mm^mmm



Imperator Recess with Shower K-12'CJO

THE recess Imperator here shown with wall shower, allows the user to enjoy
to the lullest extent the beauty, convenience, and comfort of this modern

bath. It is the same beautifully proportioned tub, already described, with the
added utility of the refreshing shower bath. The fit-

tings are Octachrome; they may be either gold or
chromium plated. The shower curtain is of fine white
duck, or of a colored waterj^roof material, depending
upon whether the fixtures are white or colored.
The Im]Derator tub is also available in a wall pat-

tern with apron on three sides, or in a free-standing
type for installation in the center of the room.Imperator K-13-BG0

Left outlet tub with Octaclironie
over rim supply. For tub with
shower as shown above, order K-
l.^-CJO; for right outlet without
shower, order K-12-BGO.

Dimensions
Width - 34" Height - 173^" Width of rim - 4y/

Prices

Fixture Size

K-12-CJOor K-l.^-CJO

K-12-BGOor K-13-BGO

feet
i feet

feet

S*A feet

WniTE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL
RcRular Flint-gloss

Nickel
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittings

*S1 78.60
*186.00

* 1 36. 75
*!45.55

S302.0O
312.35

200.00
208.4.=;

Ilegiilar

Chromium
Plated Fittings

S302.00
312.35

200.00
208.45

Trice includes china handles and escutcheons, In ordering omit the "0" from the nvimher.

Flint-glo ss

Chromium
Plated Fittings

S329.10
341.20

227.10
237.30

16
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Viceroy Right Corner Pattern K''26'CK

THE Viceroy, while less massive than the Imperator, has a similar graceful

1 eauty. It is the most fa\ored of all types and makes of tubs. Like other

1
'

1 ler built-in tubs, it has a raised rim that extends nearly an inch into the wall.

The fitting shown above with supply through the top of the tub is very pop-

I
Below are shown exposed fittings as well as the left corner pattern. These

rirlicular fittings have china handles and escutcheons; however, all-metal

chromium plated ones, as furnished on colored ware, may be had if desired. The

new Octachrome fittings are also available on all Kohler baths. This tub in

Flint-elo'ss enamel has a permanent lustre. In color it will bring additional

beautv into your home.
Dimensions

Width - 30 inches Height - 17 3^ inches Width of rim - 3}4 inches

Prices

Fixture
Size

K-26-CK or K-29-CK

K-27-CN or K-28-CN

4 3

5

5)
6

o feet

feet
^ feet
feet

4.
5

5
6

2 feet
feet

2 feet

feet

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL
Regular F"lint-B!oss Regular Flint-gloss

Nickel
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated FittiiiRS

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittings

$ 96.20
99.65
105.05
134.65

100.95
104.40
109.80
139.40

$116.50
120.80
127.55
164.55

124.75
129.05
135.80
172.80

$122.10
126.40
133.15
170.15

126.65
130.95
137.70
174.70

$139.85
145.05
153.15
197.55

144.40
149.60
157.70
202.10

Viceroy K-27-CN Viceroy K'28-CN Viceroy K-29-CK

Kight corner pattern — outlet Icit

end with exposed top supply fitting.

Left corner pattern— outlet right

end with exposed top supply fitting.

Identical with K-26-CK shown
above except thatit is for left corner.

immmmm^9^^^ p^p mmm



Viceroy Right Corner with Shower K-26-CJO

Viceroy
K-29-BJ

K-29-BJ. Left
corner put-
terii with re-

gular shower
tittiiifi. For
this tub with
Octachronie
sliowcr, order
K-29-CJO;for
right corner
tub with reg-
ular shower
fitting, order
K-26-BJ.

WHILE tub bathingremainstheacceiited manner, athletic

America is turning- to the shower for short invigorating

bodyrefreshment.TheViceroy tub, with wallshower, provides

bothwithaminimumexpense.The bottomof thetuhiswideto

assure perfect footing. The sides are low to facihtate entering

and exit. Like all Kohlertubs, it is available in Flint-gloss

acid-resisting enamel as well as in all Kohler colors.

The fitting shown above has the \alves for both shower
and bath placed on a chromium plated metal plate, a new
and distinctive Kohler Octachronie fitting.

Dimensions

Width - 30" Height - 1714" Width of rim - 314"

1
WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL

Prices !
Regular I Flint-gloss Regular 1 Flint-gloss

Fixture Size
Chromium Chromium

Plated Fittings ' Plated Fittings
1

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittinps

K-26-CJO or K-29-CJO 4> ^ feet

5 feet

Syi feet
6 feet

K-26-BJ or K-29-BJ 4^^ feet
5 feet

5H feet
6 feet

S2I4.30
217.75
223.15
255.50

*147.75
*151.20
*1 56.60
*187.85

S2.?2.10
236.40
243.15
282.90

175.10
179.40
186.15
224.20

$250.00
254.30

1 261.05
303.05

198.60
202.90
212.95
249.95

$267.75
272.95
281.05
330.45

216.35
221.55
232.95
277.35

*Price includes Nickel Plated Fittings.
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Viceroy Recess Pattern K'30-BG

THE recess pattern is the favorite of many. It blends so well with various

decorative arrangements. It is of all patterns the most economical of space.

Especially for redecorating and modernizing your present home, this tub is

supreme. It is the one that permits an unused closet, the end of a hallway

—

in fact, any space as small as five foot square, to be made into an e^fecti^'e, con-

venient, and beautiful bathroom.

In larger rooms, it helps in producing many unusual and interesting eflects,

besides conserving space which can he used for more closet room or an alcove toilet.

This tub as shown with over rim supply and china

handles, is a very attractive and inexpensive pattern.

To the left, this same tub is shown with outlet at left

end with top supply fittings. The number under

each is the proper one for the tub and fittings.

Consult your plumber if you wish the new octagonal

design fittings, Flint-gloss enamel, or colored ware.

Specify size.

Besides the corner and recess patterns, the Viceroy

is also available in a wall style with enamel on three

sides.

DinTensions

Width - 30" Height - 17>i" Width of rim - 3}4"

r

Viceroy K-31-CK

Left outlet pattern with top

supply fittings. For right outlet

with top supply, order K-30-CK;
for left outlet with over rim supply

order K-31-BG.

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL
Regular Flint-gloss Regular

i
Flint-gloss

Fixture Size

Nickel
Plated Fittinps

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittings

K-30-BG or K-31-BG 4)i feet

5 feet

5K> feet
6 feet

K:-30-CK or K-31-CK 4J^ feet

5 feet

5H feet
6 feet

$ 92.70
96.05
101.75
129.85

89.40
92.75
98.45
126.55

Sill. 65
115.85
122.90
158.05

108.00
112.20
119.25
154.40

S117.25
121.45
128.50
163.65

113.60
117.80
124.85
160.00

SI33.30
138.35
146.90
189.05

129.65
134.70
143.25
185.40
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Viceroy
K.31-CJ
Left outlet

recess tul)
with shower,
china handles
and escutch-

eons.

Viceroy Recess with Shower K-30-CJ

AN in\igorating- cold shoAver in the morning;, a revising hot one
L at night after a hard day, that's a joy that comes only when

you have a shower liath in your home. The installation shown above
offers an admiral^le combination of the built-in bath tub and shower,
which consumes no more space than does the tub alone.
The tub is identical with that vastly popular and economical one

shown on the previous page, and like the other, has a raised rim
built into the wall.

The fittings shown abo\e are of the new Kohler design all-metal
chromium plated. All-metal fittings are regularly supplied on
colored ware. The smaller illustration shows fittings with china
handles and escutcheons such as are supplied on white ware; the
metal parts may be either nickel or chromium plated.

Dimensions
Width - 30" Height - 17H" ^^'idth of rim - sy/

Prices

Fixture

K-30-CJ or K-31-CJ

Size

iy, feet
5 feet

5]^ feet
6 feet

nVHITE ENAMEL
Regular Flint-Rloss

Nickel
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittings

SI 12.50
116.85
I2J.15
152.15

$145.75
163.50
171.25
207.45

tCOLORED ENAMEL
Regular Fhnt-gloss

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittings

§174.95
181.40
190.25
227.60

S191.00
198.30
208.65
253.00

*Prices include china handle and escutcheons. fPrices include all-metal fittings.
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Cardinal Right Corner Pattern K-44-CL

THE Cardinal tub opens up to modest homes the road to as complete and
efficient a bathroom installation as is enjoyed in the most sumptuously

equipped residences. This tub also is built into the floor ]/2 inch and has a raised

rim which extends J^ inch into the wall. The sides of the tub are painted a snowy
white to match the fixture, or may be secured all-over enameled if specified. The
tub, while inexpensive, is extremely practical, and will give years of satisfactory

service. Because of its nearly straight sides and indented base the Cardinal is

very popular for nursery use. The right corner pattern with a popular double bath

faucet is shown above. Below are shown other patterns.

Width - 29"

Dimensions

Height - 17M" Width of rim - 3"

Size

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL
Prices Regular Flint-gloss Regular Flint-gloss

Fixture
Nickel

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings

K-44-CL or K-47-CL

K-45-DT or K-46-DT

4^^ feet
5 feet

5K feet

A}4 feet
5 feet
514 feet

S56.35
59.45
64.55

56.20
59.30
64.40

S69.35
73.20
79.55

69.70
73.55
79.90 :

S69.35
73.20
79.55

69.70
73.55
79.90

$80.15
84.80
92.45

80.50
85.15
92.80

Prices are for tub enameled inside only.

Cardinal K-45-DT Cardinal K-46-DT Cardinal K.47'CL

Right corner tub with left outlet.

Exposed double bath faucet.
Left corner tub with right outlet-
Exposed double bath faucet.

Identical with K-44-CL except
for left corner installation.
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Cardinal Recess with Shower K-48'BJ

THE Cardinal tub illustrated above shows how a most attractive and inviting

bath can be installed in a modest manner. Because of its simple lines, the
Cardinal is moderately priced and yet it is a built-in

tub that is con\'enient and sanitary. The fitting shown
abo\'e is a popular shower with a mixing valve for

regulating the temperature of the water.
The Cardinal can be had with painted exterior or

all o\'er enameled. The prices gi\'en below are for

tubs enameled inside only. The prices on the colored

ware, as on all Kohler tubs, include all chromium
plated fittings with metal handles and escutcheons.

Dimensions

Width - 29" Height - 17 >^" Width of rim - 3"

1

Cardinal K-49-BG
Left outlet pattern witli over rim

supply. If desired with sliower order
K-49-BJ ; for right outlet tub with-
out shower, order K-48-BG.

Prices

Fixture Size

K-48-BJ or K-49-BJ

K-48-BG or K-49-BG

4M feet
5 feet

SH feet

4}>4 feet
.; feet
514 feet

WHITE ENAMEL
Regular

Nickel
Plated Fittings

$112.60
116.75
122.50

71.80
74.90
80.00

Flint-gloss

Cliromiuni
Plated FittitiRS

COLORED ENAMEL
Regular

Chromium
Plated Fittings

S 13 1.95

137.05
144.80

85.55
89.40
95.75

S148.8S
154.95
163.80

91.15
95.00
101.35

Flint-gloss

Chromium
Plated Fittings

$159.65
166.55
176.70

101.95
106.60
114.25

Prices are for tub enameled inside only.
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Patrician with Shower K'54-BJO
The Widest Bath Made

FOR many installations the Patrician is admirably suited. Coated with

fine Kohler enamel in white or color and placed in a setting of tile or marble,

its unusual width makes it distinctive and impressi\'e. The Patrician has an in

terior width of 27% inches. It may be placed in any desired location, in a recess

as shown, or in a corner with tile on two sides as well as free-standing or wall

pattern. The extremely wide and flat bottom make this tub admirable for sunken
pool installations, which are popular in large homes.
The (lattern shown abo\e is equipped with an attractixe and efficient shower

fitting. The flow of hot, cold, or tempered water is controlled by a central

mixing valve, separate handles directing it either to the shower head or bath.

This fitting is one of the Kohler Octachrome line, with a graceful octagonal design
and heavily coated with lustrous chromium. If desired, a fitting of this same
design can be furnished gold plated. For left outlet tub order K-55-BJO.

Dimensions
Width - 36H" Height - 18" Width of rim - 4M"

Prices

Fixture Size

K-54-BJO or K-55-BJO
K-54-BJ or K-55-RT *_

5^2 feet

WHITE ENAMEL
RetiuliU-

Nickel Plated
Fittings

SI 70.45

Flint-ploss

Octachrome
Fittim s

S;306.0O
204.15

COLORED ENAMEL
ReRuhir 1 Fiiiit-gloss

Octachrome
Fittinrs

Octachrome
Fittings

S 106 00
222.00

S331.00
247.00

With regular fittings with round design iti.stead of Octaclnonie.
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Universal Right Corner Pattern K-60-CK

AWELL proportioned tiled-in tub that is designed to allow for a wide
scope in bathroom decoration and manner of installation. The same

tub may be installed as a corner pattern, free-standing, or recess. The tub may
also be used as a sunken pool type when such is desired. It is truly universal.

The tile, of course, can be of any color, or many colors if desired. Then, to
add another variation, the tub itself may be had in one of the seven Kohler
colors.

In place of the fittings shown, any of the new Octachrome line can be supplied.

The illustration above and the smaller ones below show the Universal tub in

various types of installation and with different fittings as well.

Width - 30
H"

Dimensions
Height - 18" Width of rim - 3^"

Prices

Size

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL
Regular Flint-gloss Regular Flint-gloss

Fixture
Nickel

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated FittiuRs
Chromium

Plated Fittings

K:-60-CK or

K-64-CL or

K-63.CK:

K-6S-CL

41^ feet
5 feet

5H> feet
6 feet

4H feet
5 feet

5H feet
6 feet

S 75.60
77.25
82.40
89.50

63.45
65.10
70.25
77.35

$ 93.05
95,05
101.55
110.55

78.20
80.20
86.65
95.60

S 98.70
100.70
107.15
116.10

78.20
80.20
86.65
95.60

$111.30
113.80
121.50
132.15

90.80
93.30
101.00
111.65

Universal K-63-CK Universal K.64-CL Universal K-65-CL

In left corner installation with
same fittings as shown above.

In recess installation with over-
rim double bath faucet.

The same Universal tub in another
recess installation
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Baroness K^86-DS

FOR simply decorated bathrooms where built-in fixtures are not desired, or

when the budget is necessarily limited, the Baroness or Colonna here shown

are suited. They are both of an attractive design and immensely practical.

They are enameled on the inside only, with the same unexcelled enamel used on

all Kohler fixtures. It may be either regular or Flint-gloss, acid-resisting enamel.

The tubs are shaped for greatest comfort with curxing sides, slope end, and

broad, flat bottom. The Baroness has a protecting rim around the base to keep

dirt from collecting. This tub offers an attractive and worthwhile free-standing

installation at a moderate cost. The Colonna is placed on legs sufficiently high

to make cleaning easy. The fittings

shown are simple yet efficient, with

Kohler renewable parts. The Baroness

has a secret drain and overflow; the

Colonna is equipped with a connected

overflow and chain stay.

While these tubs are generally

painted on the outside with either

zinc, ivory, or white finish, the Baron-

ess can be had with an enameled base

if desired.

Colonna K-94-DT

Prices

Fixture

K-SG-DS

K-94-DT

Size

4 feet

4H feet
5 feet
•SHfeet
6 feet

4 feet
i'A feet
5 feet

5M feet
f> feet

WHITE ENAMEL
Regular

Nickel Plated Fittings ChromiumPlated Fittings

S62 75
62 . 75
62.75
67 40
79.25

47.30
47.30
47.30
51.70
61.40

Flint-gloss

$75.85
75.85
75.85
81.55
95.85

59.05
59.05
59.05
64 . 50
76.70
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K-7575 K-7S95 K-7610 K-7615 K-7635

Popular Showers of Economical Design

IN many homes, large and small, the need of a shower bath is sorely felt.
The yonnger generation, the bo3^s and girls both growing and grown like a

shower, especially for early morning rub downs, or after some exhilarating athletic
endeavor. These homes desire and appreciate the shower, but have felt that
because their present bathroom installation does not need replacing, that such
a con\'enience is impossible. Abo^'e are shown se\eral attracti\e and worthwhile
showers which obliterate -this theory. They are showers that can readily be
installed above a tub for permanent use. Each is made of the highest grade
material and with all the care that has given Kohler combination bath and
shower fittings their enviable reputation. To match your other fittings, they
may be either nickel or chromium plated. They are here shown with china
handles and escutcheons, but they may be of the all metal type or even Octa-
chrome, if desired.

Showers^ Nos. K-7575, K-7610, and K-7615 are for building into the wall.
With nothing but the handle and shower exposed, these fittings, when installed,
are as attractive as any shower and bath combination, in fact few could tell

thaj: they were extras. The attractive design of the exposed fitting K-7595 and
K-7635 make these also desirable additions to any bathroom. The mixing
valve on shower K-7575 and K-7595 controls the temperature of the water by
means of its one circulating handle; a sjDecial volume regulator at the shower
head is an added con\enience. The other fittings have separate compression
valves for the hot and cold water. Shower K-7610 has in addition a shampoo
attachment with a long flexible hose and metal perforated nozzle, separate valves
control the water to the shampoo.

Prices
Fixture

Nickel
Plated

Chromium
Plated

All-Metal
Chromium
Plated

K-757S
K-7S95
K-7610
K-7615
K-7635

S27.80
30.40
29.05
13.65

I 25.65

S3 1.95
36.50
33.40
15.70
30.75

$31.95
36.50
40.85
19.40
32.60
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Kohler Stall Shower IC7565

THE final touch to a fine bathroom is a stall shower in combination with your

built-in tub. For the year around enjoyment of the entire family, there is

nothing which exceeds it. For the occasional week-end guest, it pro\ides that de-

Hghtful feeling of pleasure which comes from the knowledge that he can bathe as

he most desires, in a full sized tub or in pleasant running water. The shower illus-

trated above shows a beautiful treatment of a recess tub installed with the Kohler

stall shower. The tub is an Imperator K-1 2-CK recess pattern ;
the shower consists

of a K-7565 shower fitting with o\erhead shower and nine rose sprays. A mixing

valve controls the temperature at the exact point de-

sired. Two control valves allow the shower and sprays

to be operated simultaneously or independently. The
base is smooth and flat, made of fine Kohler enamel

and, like a bathtub, is built into the walls. It has a

2" rim, a 5" apron at the front, and an extra large drain

opening. The shower may be either nickel plated with

china handles or all metal chromium plated, _
or

Octachrome. The receptor may be regular or Flint-

gloss enamel, white or colored.

Fixture Prices
Nickel
Plated

K-756,s Shower Fitting $116.55

Chromium
Plated

SU9,8S

Octachrome

$252.65

REGULAR ENAMEL FLINT-GLOSS ENAMEL

Fixture Size White Colored White

K-1 05 Receptor 87 1.50 S89.40 $89.40

Colored

S106J5
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. Kohler Deauville Lavatory K'4855

TRULY magnificent is this new Kohler lavatory. A massive slab of the finest
polished marble, fittings of graceful mien, legs wrought of shining metal, the

bowl of glistening Kohler vitreous china colored to match the marble. Reminiscent
of palatial splendor it is, yet modern in every detail. The twice-fired vitreous
china bowl fits the marble tightly and permanently; the fittings are sturdy

and workmanlike.
A companion piece, the Deau-

ville marble topped dressing table
is also available. Both are sup-
plied on special order only, with
light or dark marble slab.

Distinguished Fittings

At the left are shown the charm-
ing fittings furnished on the new
style Kohler lavatories. They are
graceful in design, smooth and fast

in action, and heavily coated with
chromium or gold. The fitting at
the top is regularly supplied on the
Deauville and Bellaires lavatory,
that at the bottom on the
Fairfax lavatory. They are, how-
ever, interchangeable If desired.

Fixture Prices Size
Deauville Lavatory K-4855
Deauville Dressing Table K-4859

27 X 52 iuclies

27 X 52 inches!

Chroniiutn
Plated Fittings

Gold
Plating

S1212.00
823.00

^1556.00
924.00

!!SpahlMJ--«tf.^'^*-4W-U''PUij.w'-tys*
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Kohler Bellaires Lavatory K'4915

AN artistic triumph in vitreous china is the Kohler Bellaires lavatory. A
monument to the skill and craftsmanship of the Kohler artisans. The

broad, massive slab is cast in one piece. The graceful curving back, the slightly

raised shelf, the spacious tablelike end portions and generous bowl combine to

give this boudoir lavatory a beauty, utility, and appeal never before approached.

The fittings, like two shining obelisks, are dainty and lo^ely with their coating

of shining gold. Yet they are sturdy, and efficient as well.

The finelv sculptured legs are cast of fine metal. They have all the grace

found in fine furniture. Placed far apart, they allow the use of a dressing table

bench such as is shown in the above illustration.

Fixture
Prices

Size

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Gold
Plated Fittings

Brllaiii'.s K-4915
Bellaires K-491.S

20 X 36 inrhcs
20 X 36 inches

Wliitc
Colored !

$,=;40.00

630.00
$700.00
790.00

"^
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Kohler Fairfax Lavatory K'4918

KOHLER of Kohler's master craftsmen have artfully combined simplicity
and grandeur in the Fairfax lavatory. The long, rectangular slab, the ob-

long bowl, the gently tapering legs, and cubical fittings have a modern note that
builders of fine homes have long awaited. Like the Bellaires, the Fairfax is a
dressing table lavatory, designed to allow for the use of a dressing table bench.
The lavatory itself is made in one piece of Kohler vitreous china. Its clear,

shining surface, which may be either white, black, or any of the Kohler colors,
will never roughen or stain. The fittings, that resemble dainty perfumizers are,
in reality, sturdy valves with renewable parts. They, as well as the metal legs,

may be either gold or chromium plated.

Prices

Fixture Size

WHITE COLORED
Chromium

Plated
Gold
Plated

Chromium j Gold
Plated 1 Plated

Fairfax K-4918 20x36 $.'540.00 1 S700.00 1 $630.00 8790.00
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Chester Lavatory K-5U0-A
(All Chroinium Fittings)

Standish Lavatory K-5130-FO
(Octachrome Fittings)

Standish Lavatory K-5140-F

KOHLERofKOHLER

Kohler Lavatories in Vitreous China

LIKE pieces of fine table china, Kohler genuine

^ vitreous china lavatories are molded and

twice fired, first to make the base hard and fine;

the second time to make the entire body of granite-

like hardness and to give its surface a smooth,

glossy finish. The shining glaze which may be any

of the seven Kohler colors, except West Point

Gray, is absolutely
non-absorbent. It will

not stain , scratch , craze,

or change color. In

white or colors it liar-

monizes w^ith Kohler
enamel

.

cheater k-5 i io-a

Because of this. Kohler vitreous china lavatories

are easily cleaned and retain their beauty, sani-

tation, and usefulness indefinitely. The perfect

one-piece construction eliminates every crack and

crevice in which dirt might lodge. This construc-

tion bestows an appearance of solidarity that dig-

nifies the fixture's design. Pedestal and legs are

designed to fit the bowl and join it without any

apparent break in the

graceful curve.

The Chester vitreous

china lavatory shown
above has the spout

concealed in the fixture.

The flow of water is
, r i

•

i

controlled by the handles, two styles ot which

are shown, one made entirely of metal, chromium

plated, the other with china handles and

escutcheons.

The Standish lavatory is shown in two styles,

on pedestal, and on leg. In each case the bowl

is identical, deep and roomy with anti-splash rim

and open overflow. K-5130-FO shows this

lavatory with Kohler _
Octachrome fittings. ^ j

The other illustrations ^ - |^ ^ --^

show regular fittings.

Standish K.5130-F

Sta[idisliIC5140-J

WHITE '
WHITE COLORED

Prices VirL-H Plnfpd Fittincs Chromium Plated Fittings ' Chromium Plated Fittings

Fixture Size 18x20 20x24 22x27 24x30
il

18x20 20x24 22x27 24x30
1

18x20 20x24 22x27 24x30

Chester K-SllO-A
Standish K-5130-FO
Standish K-5130.F
Standish K-5140-F
Standish K-5140-J

S62.10 $68.65 $80.80 ' $63.90
102.35
67.45
57,70
51.30

870.45
108.90
74.00
64.25
57.85

S82.60'
121.05
86.15,1
76.45 67.45
70.05 59.10

891.65
121.05
89.90
75.90
67.55

$101.50
130.90
99.75
85.75
77.40

$109.70
149.10
117.95
104.05
95.70

' 4"7'.96

42.05

63.15
53.55
47.70

69.70
60.10
54.65

81.85
72.30 ' 52.05
66.45 45.65
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Standish Lavatory K-5150-F

Winthrop Lavatory K-5205-F

Vitreous Lavatories on Leg and Hanger
KOHLER vitreous china lavatories, from the

largest to the smallest, ha\e certain feat-
ures of similarity, certain points of superiority.
Notice the overflow opening, large and unob-
structed, no place there for dirt to lodge and
torment the housewife. The lines of the design
are simple and imjires-

sive, impro\ing appear-
ance and assuring easy
cleaning properties.

All Kohler vitreous
la\"atories have an anti-

splash rim to prevent
srandish K.5150.J

that inconvenient o\erflow at the front when
the water is turned on suddenly. They have
a depressed self-draining soap dish conveniently
located. And abo\e all, Kohler la\atories are all

carefully inspected many times in the process of
manufacture. They are
straight and true, with-
out a mar or blemish.

Each is carefully
taped at the rims to

prevent damage dur-
ing transit and con- Wimhrop K-5205-j

struction.

The three shown on this page, the Standish on
concealed hangers, the Winthrop on leg and on
concealed hangers are all popular models. They
are all of similar size and design, excej^t for the
four-inch back on the \\'inthrop models. The
fittings shown are all of the Kohler interchange-
able t3'pe with renewable M'earing parts. The
handles and escutcheons may beeither pure white
china to match the fixture, or lustrous chromium
plated. From the central spout of the combina-
tion fitting a stream of hot, cold, or tempered
water is delivered well out into the middle of

the lavatory. Washing in running water is a
])leasurable convenience in these Kohler lavato-
ries.

Winthrop Lavatory K-5215-P

WHITE WHITE COLORED
Prices Nickel Chroniiuin

Plated Fittings Plated Fittinfis
Chromium

Plated FittinRs

Fixture Size 18x20 j 20x24
!

18x20 20x24 i 18x20 20x24

Standish K-5150-F
standish K-SISO-J
Winthrop K-S205-F
Winthrop K-5205-J
WinthroD K-5215-P

S52.35 S58.00
46.25 51.90
50.05 64.05

i 43.90 57.90
: 33.60 47.60

j

$56.65
1 49.85

54.35
47.55
36.55

S62.30
55.50
68.35
61.55
50.55

$73.75
65.40
70.25
61.90
47.55

S82.20
73.85
91.30
82.95
68.55
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Maiden Lavatory K-5275-P

Brewster Lavatory K-5305-P

Lexington Lavatory K-5330-P

Prices

Small and Economical Vitreous

China Lavatories

THE vitreous china laxatories shown on

this page are in all respects equal to the

larger ones shown on the preceding pages.

There is only one quality of Kohler vitreous

china. In design, these fixtures are less osten-

tatious. They find their i>lace in smaller but

etiualh' fine bathrooms— for that extra bath-

room, which you are, no doubt, planning.

The Maiden, except for the rounding front,

resembles the \^'inthrop, already shown, ^•ery

closely. It is here shown with compression

faucets and lift drain fittings. The fittings

may be either nickel or chromium plated, as

desired. Notice the convenient and self-

draining soap dish that is cut in the slab of

the Maiden la^•atory. It can also be used as a

tumbler holder.

The Brewster is for corner installation.

This complete and sanitary model is very

convenient for installation where space is

limited, for small bathrooms, bedrooms, and

alcoves. It is here shown w^ith two com-

pression ^'alves and a rubber stopper.

The Lexington is an attractive bowl of

narrow dimension for use wdiere space is

limited. For all its narrowness, it has an

attractive appearance and an oval bowl of

unexpected roominess. The compression

faucets and chain stay may be either chrom-

ium or nickel plated. This fixture, like all

Kohler vitreous china, may be had in white,

black, or colored.

Maiden K-5275-P

Fixture 18x20

Wliitc with Nickel Plated Fittings
White with Chromium Plated Fittings

Colored with Chromium Plated Fittings

S37.90
41.45
52.95

S51.90
55.45
73.95

Brewster
K-5305-P

17x17

$40.25
42.65
58.35

Lexington
K-5330-P

14x26

S30.90
33.30
44.30
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Arlington K 5500-F

Wabash K-951-F

KOHLERofKOHLER

Distinctive Drinking Fountains

—

of Vitreous China

KOHLER drinking fountains have in addition
to their excellent construction and efficient

fittings, the undeniable superiority of being a\'ail-

able in color. In public buildings, schools,

churches, and homes, a drinking fountain in color
is not only useful and
desirable, but ornamen-
tal as well.

Kohler vitreous china
drinking fountains are
made of the same high
qualit}^, sanitary non-
absorbent china, as are
Kohler lavatories. The
Arlington as shown ^^ith .

Concord K.5550.G

a graceful hexagonal \itreous china pedestal has a
Kohler stream jet supply of unexcelled sanitary
design. The Concord is a wall fountain with a
lexer controlled bubbler supply. The fittings may
be chromium or nickel plated.

Enameled Drinking Fountains

Kohler enameled iron drinking fountains, are
made in the same general style and with the
same superior fittings as
are the vitreous china
ones. When Flint-gloss

enamel is used, the
basin will not become
stained or roughened
by the continuous action
of the M'ater. Two styles

are shown here, the
^^'abash and Crystal,

with fittings which may
be either chromium or
nickel plated.

Crystal K-g83-GA

Prices

Height

WHITE WHITE COLORED

Fixture
Nickel

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings

Arlington K-5500-F
Concord K-S5.5n-G

30 inches $78.45
32.75

$83.45
34.40

$101.35
44.25

WHITE ENAxMEL COLORED ENAMEL
Prices

Height

Regular Flint-gloss Regular Flint-gloss

Fixture
' Nickel

1

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings

Wabash K-951-F

Crystal K-983-GA

30 inches
36 inches

i

$53.90
1 57.50

31.40

$65.35
69.80
38.35

$65.35
69.80
38.35

$71.80
77.10
41.50
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Filmore Lavatory K-141'F
(All Cluomuun Plated)

Stanmore Lavatory K'161-F

Enameled Lavatories of Beauty

FITTING companions to the vitreous china

la\'atories are the Kohler enameled iron ones.

Large and small, they are artistic and efficient.

Years ago Kohler of Kohler pioneered the manu-

facture of one piece all-

o\'er enameled lavator-

ies. Since that time

Kohler lavatories ha\e

been undisputed lead-

ers in lieauty, and sani-

tary cleanliness. The
enamel may be Flint-

gloss, the new acid and alkali resisting enamel

that is remarkably hard and will not roughen or

discolor, that is so easy to keep clean. Either

regular or Flint-gloss enamel may be furnished in

any of the seven Koh-

Filmore K-141-F

i^.

Belmore K-145.J

ler colors.

Lavatories like the

three shown here will

be found in the finest

homes. The tops are

broad and smooth,
making a shelf for

combs and brushes. The oval basins are deep,

roomy and fast draining. There are no corners

or crevices that are difficult to clean.

The Belmore and Stanmore lavatories are

shown with two fittings. One, a combination fit-

ting with two compres-

sion valves and a cen-

tral mixing spout with

a Kohler lift drain. The
other fitting has two
compression faucets

with a central lift

drain. They are all

shown with china handles and escutcheons. The

metal may be either nickel or chromium plated.

This fitting may also be had in the Octachrome

style as shown on some of the vitreous lavatories,

or of all-metal as shown on the Filmore above

and furnished regularly in colored ware.

Stanmore K- 16 1'J

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL

Prices
Retjiiltir Flint-gloss !

Regular Flint-gloss

N. P. Fittings C. P. Fittings 1
C. P. Fittings C. P. Fittings

Fixture Size 20x28 1

24x34 20x28 24x34 \ 20x28 24x34 20x28 24x34

Filmore K-141-F $65.65
Belmore K-145-F 65.65
Belmore K-145-J '. 59.55

Stanmore K-161-F 65.65
Sf.,..„„^r»K-.1fil-T 59.55

$74.95
74.95
68.85
74.95
68.85

$79.95
79.95
73.15
79.95
73.15

$91.55
91.55
84.75
91.55
84.75

$83.70
83.70
75.35
83.70
75.35

$95.30
95.30
86.95
95.30
86.95

$93.70
93.70
85.35
93.70
85.35

$107.65
107.65
99.30
107.65
99.30

1 Ji il4PJ ILi|lPIJlil-_.^flgjlt^
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Clare Lavatory K-608-P

Osborne Lavatory K-672-P

Pleasing Small Lavatories

FOR small and economical bathrooms these

hivatories of simple design are shown. Each

however, is made with all the care and of the

same materials that go into the most expensive

enameled fixtures. Each is shown with compres-

sion faucets which are of new Kohler design with

renewable wearing parts.

The Osborne has been designed for use where

space or arrangement demand that the lavatory

be placed in a corner. The bowl is of the same

size and shape as those used in other and larger

lavatories.

The Clare, Kennedy, and Midget are roll rim

lavatories for use especially where very econom-

ical ones are demanded. They are widely used

in summer cottages, and for basement, kitchen,

and bedroom lavatories. The Clare is a regular

size lavatorv. The Kennedy, like the Osborne,_ is

for corner installation, while the Midget, as its

name implies, and the dimensions IdcIow indicate,

is small indeed.

In many bathrooms where space permits will

be found the Dental lavatory. This lavatory

offers utmost sanitation and convenience by pro-

viding a private basin for cleaning of teeth and

for securing drinking water. The single iaucet

directs the water out into the center of the basin.

The tumbler rests in a depressed holder.

Kennedy Lavatory K'732-P

Prices

^

Midget Lavatory K-752-P Dental K-771-P

Fixture

WHITE ENAMEL
, ^. .

Regular with Nickel Plated Fittings. .

Flint-gloss with Chromium Plated Fittings

COLORED ENAMEL
Regular with Chromium Plated Fittings. .

FUnt-ploss with Chromiuin Plated Fittmgs

^..Jii .
.
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Kohler Brass Fittings

OHLER brass fittings for lavatory, bath tub, and sink have

^ ^ been made so that the same perfection of operation and

design which exists in all Kohler fixtures can now be assured in

every detail. Fine fixtures alone do not guarantee satisfaction.

Fine fittings as well are needed. Be sure that every fixture and

fitting that goes into your home bears the name "Kohler."

A few of the distinctixe fittings produced by Kohler areshown

on this page. Aboxe are various bath and la\atory fittings in

the new^ Octachrome style. Note the attractixe design and

lustrous chromium plating. At the left is shown the new Octa-

chrome Rapidrain bath fitting which fits into the overflow. Be-

•, •

f ^o\y that is the Octachrome lavatory lift drain. This fittmg

ung wiui^''levcr\lft operating through its special actuating le\er allows the drain to

sIrofthSfandan closc tightly and opcu to any desired position with an easy

motion.
Below are shown two la\atory compression faucets and a com-

bination la\-atory fitting. These cross-section pictures show how

sturdily all Kohler brass is manufactured and how easily the

wearing parts in Kohler fau-

cets can be renewed.

m

K-7406
Kohler Rapidrain fit

unusually large drain
opening.

<

^ffll C^^s

1
'

.^^
1M K-S002

K-7448
Kohler Lavatory Lift

Drain with Patented
Spring Adjustment
whicli assures quick,

positive action.

K-8067 K-8065
The insides of the above faucets can be
removed and replaced any time that it

is desired.

Kohler Combination Lavatory Fitting can be
changed from Compression Unit to Self-closmg

or vice versa in the same manner as the faucet

illustrated at the left.
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The Proper Closet Combination

For Your Home
FROM the day it is installed, the Kohler water closet In your home plays an

important part In maintaining the health of the family. By its design and

action it not onlv disposes of waste in a most sanitary manner, but also aids in

the formation of proper health habits, especially In homes where there are children.

Sanitary Vitreous China

In the first place, Kohler of Kohler closet bowls are made of genuine twice-

fired vitreous china of the very finest quality. This means they are all of gramte-

like hardness; from the large Rockbourne to the economical Dorking, they are

the same Fine hair-like cracks, crazes they are called, which collect dirt and

become odoriferous, will not appear in Kohler bowls. Their smooth surfaces

will never stain or roughen. Kohler vitreous china is permanently beautitul

and easily cleaned.

Exceed Government Specifications

In the manufacture of water closets, the United States Bureau of Standards

has laid down certain requirements that should be met. Kohler of Kohler goes

beyond these, and in exery particular Kohler closets meet all government speci-

fications and exceed most.
.

The water seal in Kohler closet bowls is in every model deeper than is required.

This prevents any sewer odor from carrying back Into the house. It means

more than that, the extra depth makes the water in the bowl that much deeper

bringing it up further on the sides, making the water area larger.

The water area In all Kohler closets Is exceptionally large. The space under

the seat opening Is adequately covered with water. Soiling of the side wa Is is

minimized, and a thorough washing takes place at every flushing. Complete clean-

liness at all times, therefore, becomes another attribute of Kohler closet bowls.

As a closet is flushed, the

waste Is carried by the force of

the water through the passage-

way into the sewer. In all

Kohler closets the.se passage-

ways are generously large.

Powerful Jet Action

The forceful action of a closet

is dependent upon the quick-

ness and efficiency with which

the svphonic action is started

and maintained. In the high-

est grade bowls there Is a jet so

placed as to send a stream of

water up into the passageway

and help this action. In all

Kohler bowls there is such a jet.

As the pages of this book will

show, ex-en the least expensive

Unexcelled Construction and Action

1. straight waterways to rapid acting jet.

2. Extra wide passageways.
3. Strong flow of water from rim.

4. Large water area and deep seal.
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Rapid Noiseless Action
1. Quick acting lever.

2. Special dcsiyii bull cock eliminates noise.

3. Liirye solderless metal float.

4. Hard rubber valve with renewable leather
washer.

Kohler bowl has this feature, usually found
only on expensive styles. These streams of

water are powerful, making action fast and
thorough. The water passages to these jets

are straight and smooth. Their action is,

therefore, unusually ciuiet.

In Kohler closets, the action of the jet is

su|3i3lemented by streams ofwater from the

rim of the bowl. This water, coming in from
large and e\'enly spaced holes, rushes like a

torrent down the sides and over the bottom
of the bowl, which is so shaped without re-

cess or crevice that every portion of the in-

terior is thoroughly washed and scoured.

Efficient Tank Fittings

Aside from the construction of the bowl,

the tank and its fittings are an important
part of any closet combination. The fit-

tings especially, for they are the only mo\^-

ing part. Kohler tanks are full rated size and capacity, assuring a copious supply

of water at every flushing. The fittings are the best that modern sanitary engi-

neers have been able to devise. The double action lever, large flush pipe, solderless

float, and special ball cock make action rapid, certain, and quiet.

Comfortable, Healthful Seat

The closet seat, as well as the sanitary cleanliness of the bowl, is a factor in

promoting proper health habits. The old style seat was poorly shaped, and un-

comfortable, encouraging haste. Kohler seats are correctly designed; they are

permanently smooth and non-absorbent. They not only are easy to clean and
sanitary, but comfortable. They encourage regularity and leisure.

Grace and Beauty in Design

In appearance, Kohler closet combinations maintain the fineness which char-

acterizes all Kohler fixtures. The bowls are massi\'e, both in ai)pearance and
reality. The sides curve in gracefully to meet the trim lines of the base. Pro-

jecting ledges or beads ha\'e been
eliminated to improxe both looks

and cleanliness. The tanks are well

designed and fit the wall snugly and
true. The whole combination may
be had in any of the beautiful Kohler
colors to match the other fixtures

in the room.
Kohler ^•itreous china closet com-

binations, like other Kchler \'itreous

china fixtures, are made in a large

modern pottery at Kohler. Here
e\'ery part is carefully inspected at

every stage of manufacture. And,
when completed, the bowl is tested,

Sanitary Attractive Design under water pressure, to assure its
1. Smooth side walls. 3. No projecting rim. .• r . j_' • ^i i

2. Extended lip. 4. Graceful curving front. Satisfactory Operation HI the home.

aMMM '^mmmm&fi^^smi^^ pujao^fwiuMir u.i«r
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Rockbourne Syphon Jet Closet 1C5870

THE Kohler Rockbourne is one of the most efficient, sanitary, and satisfac-

tory closet combinations that is offered to the pubHc today. The bowl is

massi\e in design and construction. The tank is large and well proportioned.

The whole combination is made of vitreous china and fits together as a unit.

There are no exposed metal parts. It may be had in white, black, or colors.

The action of the Rockbourne is rapid, thorough, and quiet. A powerful jet

of water shoots up the extra large passageway, creating a powerful syphonic
action that carries with it all waste material. At the same time, a rapid flow

of water enters the bowl from the rim, cleansing every sj^ot of it thoroughly.

The bowl is shaped for utmost sanitation. The walls are nearly perpendicular.

The water area is exceptionally large, covering the entire area of the bowl.

The front is extended and the seat is open, providing greater comfort and pro-

tection against soiling. This is especially \'aluable where there are children.

The Kohler Rockbourne, while providing the
maximum in beauty, comfort, sanitation, and
perfect action, takes up no more space than an
ordinary closet.

All Kohler syphon jet closets can be completely

drained so as to remove all possibility of freezing in

a closed up home.

Cross section of Rockbourne Master
Syphon Jet bowl showing forceful action,

large water area and wide passageways.

WHITE ! COLORED
Prices

Fixture
Nickel

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings

Rockbourne K-5870 $100.00 $142.35

umni
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Devon Syphon Jet Closet K-5908

THE Devon, while slightly less massive, both in fact

and appearance than the Rockbourne, has practically

all the desirable features of action and sanitation. It, too,

is a syphon jet closet, served by a twin supply jet that

makes action fast, efficient, and quiet. Like the Rock-
bourne, the water area, passageway, and water seal all

exceed the government requirement for this type of bowl.

The Devon comes both with extended lip as shown
above or with rounded front. It extends twenty-nine
inches from the wall with lip and twenty-seven inches

without.

The Devon, like all Kohler closets, may be supplied with
an efficient flush valve in place of the tank, if specified.

It may be had in white or

colors. Theseaton this and
other Kohler closet com-
binations in color has the

new Pearl finish in one of

the seven colors as shown
on page 46.

Devon Closet Combina-
tion K-.S924-A. With ronnd
front and vitreous china
tank.

Cross section of Devon Sypiion Jet
closet. Note the efficient action of the
water and the sanitary design.

Prices

Fixture

Devon K-S908
Devon K-5924-A

WHITE COLORED
Nickel Chromium I Chromium

Plated Fittings ! Plated Fittings Plated Fittings

$64.10
47.70

$65.10
48.90

$98.50
81. .30
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Selkirk Closet Combination K-5968

THE Selkirk re\'erse trap closet is an inex-

pensive closet with many features of de-

sign and construction usually associated only
with expensive bowls. Like the Rockbourne
and Devon, it has a powerful jet directed into

the water channel to start and maintain the
syphonic action. An equally strong flow of

water comes in from the rim to thoroughly
flush the bowl.

The water area is ample, being much larger

than the average for this type closet. The dam
is unusually high. The large passageway

assures reliable

Selkirk Closet K-5736. With rounded
front. Side supply flush valve assures rapid
quiet action.

operation.

The Selkirk is

available both with
extended lip and
with rounded front, and with either a flush valve,

as shown at the right or vitreous china tank as shown
above.

Cross section of Selkirk close
bowl s'tiowiiig action of the con
cealed jet and exceptionally large
water area.

Prices

Fixture

WHITE COLORED
Nickel

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings
Chromium

Plated Fittings

Selkirk K.5968
Selkirk K-S7.S6

1 S4S.00
4,^.85

$46.55
48.25

$82.25
75.25

i iJU- i ii iii.-m.ijWii.ui|iJii|
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Dorking Closet K-6042-EF. With
round front and enameled iron tank.

Dorking Closet Combination K-6042-A
With round front and vitreous china tank

''T^HE Dorking is an economical washdown
i closet, exceptionally well designed and with
many points of excellency. Like other Kohler
bowls, it has a concealed jet directed up into the

water passage. This is a feature very seldom
found in washdown closets, but one which, in

keeping with Kohler standards, makes the Dork-
ing equal in sanitation and perfect action to many
larger and more expensive fixtures. The Dorking
is so constructed that the water area is generously
large to provide maximum protection against foul-

ing.

The Bidet K-6820

The Bidet while comparatively new to American
homes has, for years, been considered indispensable
for personal hygiene in Europe and Latin America.
It is made of non-absorbent vitreous china and
designed to provide a rectal or vaginal douche in
the most convenient and sanitary manner possible.
The l)idet can be used either as a douche or as a
still bath. It also has a nozzle jet to which a
rubber tube for a hand douche can be attached.

Prices
Fixture

WHITE

Dorking ic^6042^A
DorkiiiK K-6042-EF
BtdetKr6820-A

Nickel
Plated Fittings

$38.45
33.70
65.50

COLORED
Chromium Chromium

Plated Fittings Plated Fittings

$40.00
34,90
72.00

S74.0O
67.15
96.50

Cross section of Dorking Closet
bowl which shows the action of the
exposed and concealed jets.

fLi\ w aiw jWP4i.atgj;^||appi^gi^

Bidet K-6820 A
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Autumn Brown

Spring Green

Gold Lavender Old Ivory

Color for Closet Seats

TTOHLER closet seats are available in the bright pleasing ^^avy Pearl finish

K colors shown above. They harmonize with the colors of Kohler closet

bowls and make possible the pleasuig ensembles illustrated elsewhere in this book.

The finish and colors are permanent. The glossy covering will not crack,

check, or peel, and is easily kept clean.

Desirable Lavatory Benches

One of the finishing touches of the really delightful bathroom is a graceful and

desirable lavatorv bench. The Kohler bench, with legs shaped to match the

Bellaires, Fairfax; or Deauville lavatory, is made by master cabinet makers and

delicately colored to match the fixtures or walls.

K-5076
The Bellaires Lavatory Bench

K-5078
The Fairfax Lavatory Bench

unvu^wjitiJJJjtyjlgJMIUJij^
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K-7015
Open Front for Extended Lip

—

White Hinges

Iv-7018
Saddle Front for Extended Lip-

White Hinges

K-7010
Open Front and Rear for Extended

Lip—Metal Hinges

K-7020
Open Front for Extended Lip-

White Hinges

K-7025
Saddle Front—Metal Hinges

K-7030
Plain Front—Metal Hinges

K-7031
Plain Front—White Hinges

K-7033
Open Front—White Hinges

Sanitary and Hygienic White Seats

1EISURE, physicians tell hs, is one of the cardinal requisites for healthful
-y habits of personal hygiene. The closet seat by its shape, its smoothness,

its cleanliness either promotes or destroys this desire for leisure.

Kohler closet seats are made of the highest grade hard wood, skillfully and
carefully shaped, and covered over with a smooth, hard impervious material.
This covering, which is put on in sheet form and molded under steam pressure,
is absolutely non-absorbent; therefore, damj>ness can not penetrate it. It will

not roughen or stain. There are no pores or cre\ices in which bacteria-laden dirt
can collect; it can be cleaned by wiping with a damj) cloth.

As was explained on the pre\ious page, these seats can be in color if desired
in addition to plain white. On this page are many popular seat styles, your
plumber can show you others. Prices for colored seats, or for mahogany or
golden oak seats will be furnished on request.

K-7010 §13.50

H"'5 17.75
I^-^OIS 17.75

Prices
K-7020 $11.85
K:-7025 9.75
K-7030 9.35

K-7031 $14.25
K-7033 15,60
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Bathroom Accessories

THE accessories in a bathroom are the niceties which com-

plete its usefuhiess. Kohler accessories for the bathroom

are made in two styles, vitreous china and all-metal chromium

plated. The vitreous china accessories are made to fit snugly

into the wall. They may be colored to match the fixtures. The
chromium plated accessories are of an attractive exposed design.

They are so constructed that they may be easily and quickly

installed after a bathroom is completely built.

mmmmm^s^m^
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Kohler Electric Sink—Dishwasher for the Kitchen

S a pleasant meal draws to a close, are you faced with that drudgesome and

^ never ceasing task of dishwashing or are you of that group which will have

the dishes washed for them electrically .-^

The Kohler Electric Sink-Dishwasher is a regular

kitchen sink with all of the advantageous features,

including the Kohler Duostrainer. In addition, it

has the electrical dishwashing compartment in which

a thousand stinging jets of water are constantly be-

ing hurled against the dishes, washing them speck-

lessly, spotlessly clean.
^

The dishwasher mechanism consists of a perfor-

ated cylinder placed over a spiral impeller shaft

which is directly connected to M H.P. motor. There

are no exposed moving parts; there is no intricate

mechanism to learn to operate. You place the dishes

in the basket specially designed for them, put in

water from the sink faucet, and then press a

button. As the dishes do not move in the washer,

there is no danger of breaking even the most fragile.

Phantom view of Dishwasher m
action. Note the simple construction

and the way which the stinginR jets

of water rush out from the central

spray tower.

wnm.Wi i
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Electric Sink—Dishwasher K-1050-RA

THE Kohler Electric Sink shown above is in reality three sinks in one.

There is an Electric Sink dishwasher at one end, a large utility sink at the

other, and in between, an &" deep regular sink comi^artment, all Duostrainer
equipped. The two plated metal
coxers serve as spacious drain-

boards. The sink is furnished
complete as shown with swing
arm containers under the sink.

As will he noted, it has an 8"

back and an 8" apron. Order K-
lOvSO-LAforsinkwith dishwasher
compartment at left end.

Electric

Sink K- '

.

1100-RA
is some-
\Y hat
s m a 1 1 e r

than the

oneshown

above, but, ne\ertheless, it is a large fixture with a roomy
sink and large drainboard. Its length is 60" and width
23". This is a very popular model, offering as it does

complete kitchen service. K-1100-LA is for sink complete
. ., ^ ..

. ' , . , , , i . 1 f

.

1
A press of the button

With dishwasher compartment at lett end. starts the action

Electric Sink— Dishwasher K-1100-RA

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL

Prices 1

Regular |
FUnt-gloss |

Regular ) Flint-gloss

Fixture Size

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Chromium Chromium
Plated Fittings

i

Plated Fittings

K-1050-RAor K-IOSO-LA 25x76 inches S628.95 $686.35
K-1100-RAor K-nOO-LA 2.5x60 inches 364.45 ' 395.15

S687.45 $744.85
395.15 425.95

i MlJaniWIIJUilMJKIi' li5^PP^*!!WRBw«w
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Electric Sink—Dishwasher K-llOS^LA

THE sink shown aboxe, which combines the Electric Sink with a single large

sink compartment, is a most popular model. It takes up no more room

than the ordinary sink and vet it has a full size dishwasher compartment. The

plated cover takes the place of a

drain-board. For sink complete

as shown above, with dishwasher

at right end, order K-1108-RA.
While the K-1108 is made in

only one size, 48" long, there is,

for smaller kitchens, another

model, K-llt2, not illustrated,

which is

identical
withK-U08
except that
itisbut42"
long.The
ElectricSink

K-1115-RA, as shown above, is a delightful model for the

new mode of tiled-in kitchen. In size and equipment it is

just the same as K-1108. It has an eight inch back and a

roll rim, suitable for tiling. For dishwasher at left end,

order K- 111 5-LA.

Electric Sink—Dishwasher K-1U5-RA

The dishes are rinsed by
using the hose and spray.

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL

Prices Regular Flint-Rloss Regular

Fixture Size

K-1 108-RA or K-l 108-LA 25x48 inches
K-ill2-RA or K-in2-LA 24x42 inches
K-mS-RA or K-1115-LA 25x48 inches

Cliroiiiiuin

Plated Fittings

S342..^0
297,80
290.30

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittings

S370.70
32L85
312.55

$370,70
32L85
312.55

Flint-gloss

Chromium
Plated Fittings

$399.30
345.95
334.75

I imnjitm i aiwJ^j^^^afpipjljl^



The Kohler Electric Sink—Clotheswasher

EVERY day there are a few things that you would like to wash out—some
hosiery, lingerie, or baby clothes, too few or too delicate for the washing

machine in the basement. Think, then, how con\enient this new Electric Sink

—

Clotheswasher will be, a clotheswasher built right into your kitchen sink. One
that is filled from the sink faucet and drained
by the lifting of a lever. The inside of the

tub is coated with the same smooth, hard
enamel as the outside. There is no rough-
ness that could possibly harm the most fragile

garment. The agitator is of smooth aluminum
and of new design. It washes the clothes

gently and thoroughly, rolling them over and
over as the cleansing water is swished back
and forth through them.

The mechanism consists of a six vane agi-

tator, a gear box in which the gears run in oil,

and a 34 H.P. motor. An occasional oiling is

all the attention it requires. The action is

exceptionally quiet. A special wringer that

clamps to the side of the sink, is available

Phantom view of Sink-Clothcswasher. show- if dcsircd.
ing new agitator design, smooth enameled in-

terior and Duostrainer in sink compartment.

II 1*11
1
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Electric Sink—Clotheswasher K-1128'RA

THE Electric Sink K-1128-RA shown above is a most popular model of

clotheswasher sink. It has the eight inch hack, sink, and ajDron feature.

The hinged metal cover serves as a drainboard. These features, in addition to

the efficient, electrically driven

clotheswasher with its smooth, quiet

action, make this sink unusually at-

tractive to houseAvi\es, The wringer
illustrated below further increases the

usefulness of this sink. For clothes-

washer at left end, order K-1128-LA.
The Electric Sink K-1130-LA is

another
clotheswash-
er sink. This
one has a .„^^»w«

i

—

large enam- •

' «' ii0J^^k^^^

eled drain-
board.

If modelsof
cloth eswash-

ers other than those shown are desired, consult your

plumber, who will show you the complete line in his

large Kohler catalog. The detachable wringer of im-

proved design can be had by ordering K-1145.

Electric Sink— Clotheswasher K-1130-LA

A detachable wringer clamps
to the side of the sink.

Prices

Fixture .Size

K:-1128-RA or K-1128-LA 25x50 inches

K-1 130-R.4 or K-n30-LA 24x60 inches

Clothes WrinRer K-1145

WHITE ENAMEL
Regular Flint-gloss

Chromium
Plated Fittings

S447.90
452.35

Chromium
Plated Fittings

S485.90
490.80

COLORED ENAMEL
Regular

Chromium
Plated Fittings

$485.90
490.80

Flint-gloss

Chromium
Plated Fittings

$523.85
529.20

9mmmmmmmS!i9ISf^_



Kohler Efficiency Sinks for the Modern Kitchen

BEAUTIFUL" you may say of the new Kohler Sink, pictured above.

Beautiful it is, and utilitarian, just as is any Kohler Sink, large or small,

that you may select for your kitchen. In every detail Kohler Sinks represent

the ultimate desire of home managers, anticipating as they do the housewife's

every, need.

They have the charm of color. Like the bathrooms alread}^ shown, your

kitchen can also take on a new aspect of brilliance. With the glistening enamel
of the sink tinted to match the color note of the room,
the room becomes brighter, the work becomes easier.

With the sink in Flint-gloss, the beauty is truly per-

manent. This wonderfid new enamel is both acid and
alkali resisting; even during canning season you need
never fear that the abundance of fruit and vegetable

juices will stain your sink. You can use any cleaning

compound you wish without danger of roughening the

enamel.
The most outstanding and revolutionary point of

Kohler Sinks, however, is the Duostrainer. This is a

radically new drain control that allows you to fill your
sink with water. You can use your sink for washing
dishes and vegetables, for laundrying and many other

utility purposes without the use of a pan of any kind.

Kohler Hand Duostrainer in

open position, sliowing large drain
opening and removable strainer

cup which collects debris.

W- l'A'-WWJ
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A Kohlcr Diiostraincr converts the sink into a water con-

taining basin suitable for washinji dishes and other uses.

When the drain is opened, the water empties rapidly. All debris is washed into

the large strainer cup, which is conveniently removed tor emptymg. This device

cm be either hand or lever operated, as shown.
'

Notice how simply the Duostrainer is constructed. There is nothing to break

or eet out of order. There are no ridges or recesses to catch dirt. The sides of

the strainer cup are straight. The drain opening is exceptionally large and un-

obstructed. The water goes out with a rush causing a self scouring action which

keeps drain pipes open. .

There are many other features that elevate the Kohler fixtures to a new height

of efficiency. The swing arm containers shown at the left are for utensils and

earbage They are right at the housewife's finger tips whenever wanted. Back

out of the way when not in use. They are easy to keep clean, for they are

made of vitreous china. The covers are plated brass. The brackets on which they

are hung are very substantial.
, , , , n

Of course, these new sinks are made with the eight inch low back that allows

them to be placed under large full windows, so that the light can come m right

where you want it, over the sink. Together with the eight inch back, the eight

inch apron, or front, gives these sinks a graceful, massive appearance. That is

not all. The sink itself is eight inches deep. There

is a roominess to these sinks, which when com-

bined with the Duostrainer, increases their use-

fulness manifold.

Two swing arm containers, one for garbage, the
plher foriitcnsils, fit snugly under tlie sink ready for

instant use.

Kohlcr Lever Duostrainer in open
position. The direct acting lever in

the back of the sink controls the stopper

jiumju i .-iiiUjlilJ].^.jiyLij}ijl|ltiiai!ipjj
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Faucets of New Design and Utility

Cliromiuni plated
Soap dish can be had on
anfaucetsalS2.10extra.

K-7456

OCTACHROME fittings add the finishing

touch of distinctiveness to Kohler Sinks.

Their attractive octagonal design is new and

modern. They are chromium plated, which

gives them a platinum-like lustrous finish K-8665

which will not rust, tarnish, or corrode. In

every respect they match the elegance and

quality of the Kohler fixture on which they

are placed.

And as the life of any valve is dependent

upon its interior wearing parts, all Kohler

faucets are constructed so that these parts

may be easily and quickly replaced whene\er

they become worn. The faucets also ha\ e a

new anti-splash device, which causes the water

to run from them in a smooth e\en stream.

The K-7456 faucet has the valves concealed

behind the back of the sink, with the handles

extending through. This arrangement not

only offers a faucet which is difierent, but one

which, fitting close to the back, gives added

room in the sink. It also has a third faucet K-8673

for soft water. K-7460, not shown, is identical

to K-7456 except that it has two valves. Both types may be had with either

a six or nine inch spout, either with a hose or without.

K-8665 is also one of the new Octachrome fittings. This type is an exposed fitting,

with lever handles. It, as well as the other, may be had with a vitreous china or all

metal chromium plated soap dish. It may also be had with rinsing hose if desired.

If a less expensive faucet but one which has the advantages of a rinsing hose

and a swing spout mixing faucet is desired, No. K-8673, or K-8678, not shown,

chromium plated faucets, may be supplied.

Octachrome Sink Brass

K-7456 with rinsing hose S50.00

K-7458 without rinsing hose 45.00

K-7460 with rinsing hose 45.00

K-7462 without rinsing hose 40.00
Prices are for faucets with six inchspoiits.

K-8660 with rinsing hose S45.10

K-8665 without rinsing hose. ...... 39.60

K-8673 with rinsing hose 19.50

K 8678 without rinsing hose 14.40

**»5H9^Bl^ape



TremontK'1150-LM

ASINK with triple efficiency, for it has three times the working space of an

ordinary sink, three wells in place of one, and each equipped with a Duo-

strainer. The metal cover, which serves as a drain-board, is interchangealsle for

use over the compartment at either

end. Hot, cold, and tempered water
may be drawn from either of the

swing spout faucets, as well as from
the long rinsing hose. For sinks at

right end, order K-1150-RM.

PenfieldK-1160'LM

The Penfield offers a sink and
laundry tray combination of new
Ijeauty and added utility. The
compartments are Duostrainer
equipped. They are served by a

chromium plated swing s]:iout mixing
faucet of new design. The legs may

Penfiekl K-1160-LM be either the

square type '
" -

'

^

shown here or round ones placed at the corners. For

sink at right end, order K-1160-RM.

WHITE ENAMEL i
COLORED ENAMEL

Regular Flint-gloss !|
Regular Flint-gloss

Prices

Fixture Size

Chroiiiium
Plated
Fittiiijis

Cliromluni
Plated
Fittings

Chromium
Plated

1
Fittings

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

$347.50

i

128.55

$376.05

143.90

$377.15

145.90

$405.75

161.65
1

*For sink without swing arm containers, deduct: White $31.50; Colored $32.60.

tMay be had with K-8673 nickel plated faucet if desired. See page 56.

fPATENT APPLIED FOR)
Hand Duostrainer which con-

verts the sink into a dishpan
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Fairmount K-1200-M

THIS is a three-well sink similar to the Trenioiit as shown, except that it has

a regular 8 inch sink in place of a laundry tray. The metal cover is removable.

The compartments are Duostrainer equipped and served by swing spout faucets.

For kitchens where many tasks must be done at once, where many dishes are

washed, this sink is appreciated. The lever Duostrainer and overflow as shown

on the Stafford below may be had on this and all other Kohler sinks. Remernber,

these sinks may be had in Flint-gloss, acid resisting enamel or in color if desired.

Stafford K-1220-Li\I

Stafford K-1220'LM

Combining as it does a double

compartment sink with a spa-

cious enameled drainboard, the

Stafford is a \-ery popular sink

for the modern home. The sinks

are 8 inches deep, the back 12

inches high. The fittings are

c h r o -

m i u m
plated.

WHITE ENAMEL ,
COLORED ENAMEL

Prices

Fixture Size

*Fairmount
K-1200-M 25x76

IStafford
K-1220-L]M ^

K-1220-RM 22x60

Regular

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

S282.90

179.70

Flint-gloss
I

Regular

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

$305.00

200.10

S306.1O

202.30

Flint-gloss

Nickel
Plated
Fittings

$328.20

222.55

*If desired without swing arm containers, deduct : White $3 1.00 ; Colored S32.60,

:|:lf desired with hand Duostrainer and without overflow, deduct $18.00,

(PATENT APPLIED FOR)
Kohler Duostraineroperated
by a convenient lever in back

of sink.
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Bellevue K-1240-RM

THIS is a straight eight double compartment sink, with one large and one

small compartment. Each compartment has a Duostrainer so that it retains

water. A sequence of operations, such as washing and rinsing, or soaking and

scrubbing, can be performed with maximum efficiency to meet the needs and

convenience of any home. For sink complete as shown, but with large compart-

ment at left end, order K-1240-LM.
, , ,. 1,

While all of these sinks are shown on concealed hangers, enameled adjustable

legs will be provided when specilied.

-. Bristol K'1275'M

Another straight eight sink is

this which, because of its attrac-

tive design, efficiency, and all

around utility, is rapidly becom-
ing one of America's most popu-

lar sinks. It has two drain-

boards in place of two sinks.

The sink compartment is un-

usually large and the drain-

boards provide capacious work-

ing space that is usually found

only in tiled-in kitchens.

Bristol K-1275-M

WHITE ENAMEL 1
COLORED ENAMEL

Regular |
Flint-gloss Regular Flint-gloss

Prices

Fixture Size

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

Cliromiuin
Plated
Fittings

Cliroinium
Plated
Fittings

Cliromium
Plated
Fittings

K-1240-LMor\ 25x52 $167.75
K-1240-RM J 25x60 175.50

K-1275-M 22.X60 161.45
22x74 174.90
22x78 184.15

$185.35
195.00

181.00
197.80
209.35

$188.45
198.10

184.10
200.90
212.45

$206.00
217.65

203.65
223.85
237.70

K-8673 Nickel Plated faucet may be had if specified. See page 56.

If desired without swing arm containers deduct: White $31.50; Colored $32,60.

K-7462
This tlirough-the-hack fitting

either with or without hose can
be had on all Kohler sinks.
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Stanton K-1280-RM

TWO more new straight eight sinks of universal interest are here shown.

They are both of the \ ery latest design with eight inch sink, back, and

apron .The longswing spout mixing faucet is chromium plated , asis the spray nozzle

of the longrinsing hose, and thedrain and trap. Eachhas two vitreouschina contain-

ers, one forgarbageand one for utensils, both hungon sturdy brackets under the sink.

Each has a Duostrainer. They may be had in Flint-gloss enamel or color.

Enameled adjustable legs will be supplied if specified.

Newport K-1285-LM

The Stanton, K-1280-RM,
shown above, is admirable for

installation under large full

windows. It is made in two
sizes. For sink at left end,

order K-1280-LM.
TheNewport, K-1285-LM is for

leftcornerinstallation.Itismade

in one size onl3^ For right corner

installation order K-1285-RM.

Newport K-1285-LAI

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL

Prices

Fixture Size

Regular Flint-gloss Regular Flint-gloss

Ciiromium
Plated
Fittings

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

Ciiromium
Plated
Fittings

K-1280-LM or\ 22x42
K-1280-RM / 22x52

K-1285-LMor\ 22x52
K-1285-RM J

$130.40
138.80

147.20

S142.1S
152.65

163.15

$145.25
155.75

\

166.25

S157.10
169.70

182.25

If desired without swing arm containers deduct; White $31.50; Colored $32.60.

K-8673 Nickel Plated faucet is available if desired. See page 56.

(patent applied for)

Tlie Kohler Hand Duo-
strainer literally trebles the
usefulness of the kitchen sink.

•sfB^i^timmmm



Guilford K-1295-RM

THE Guilford, K-1295-RA'I, is another straight eight sink of wide appeal.

It, like those shown pi-e\ioush', has an Octachrome mixing faucet, swing

arm containers, and is Duostrainer equipped. This model is for recess installa-

tion. With its large sink and spacious drainboard, this sink pro\es unusually

\'aluable where there is need to conserxe space. It is made in but one size.

For sink compartment at left end order K-1295-LM.

Winton K-1300-M
For the small kitchenette or

where an extra utility sink is

required, the ^^'inton is de-
manded. It has the eight inch

back, apron, and sink. It is

equipped with the Kohler Duo-
strainer and with an Octa-
chrome swing spout mixing
faucet. Below the sink is a
large vitreous china garbage
container.

Winton K-1300-M

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL

1
Regular Flint-gloss

1

Regular
|
Fliiit-gloss

I'rices ,

Chromium
Plated

Fixture Size Fittings

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

Chromium
Plated
FittiuRS

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

*K-1295-RIsI or> 22x52'
K-1295-LM 1 $176.60

._1K:-1300-M 25x36" | 117.75

S199.90

129.90

S203.00

i
133.00

$226.40

145.20

K-8673 Nickel Plated fitting also available if desired. See page 56.
*If desired without swing arm containers, deduct: White S3 1.50; Colored $32.60.
|If desired without garbage container, deduct: White $21.00; Colored $22.10.

K-866S
The faucet shown above

can be had on all sinks if

desired.
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Priscilla K^ISOO'M

KOHLER 12" back sinks have, in an economical manner, many of the advan-

tages of the Efficiency Sinks. They all ha\e the Duostrainer. They ha\e

the attracti\e Octachrome ml.xing faucet with its long swing spout. They, too,

may be had in color and in Flint-gloss, the new acid-resisting enamel. The Pris-

cilla, shown above, is a large double drainboard sink that is made in three

sizes as indicated below. These sinks maybe had on enameled adjustable legs If

desired and also with the \itreous china swing arm containers.

Puritan IO1520'RM
Another 12" back sink in

wide demand is this single

drainboard Puritan sink. It,

too, shows many of the ad-

vantageous features of the

more luxurious sinks includ-

ing the Duostrainer. It is

made in a variety of sizes for

all size homes. For sink com-
partment at left end, order

K-1520-LM. Specify size.

Puntan K-1520-RiM

WHITE ENAMEL ,
COLORED ENAMEL

i *Regular Flint-gloss
j

Regular Flint-gloss

Prices

Fixture Size

Nickel
Plated
Fittings

Cliromium Chromium
Plated p Plated
Fittings ' Fittings

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

K-1500-:M 22.X60
20x74
22x74

K-1S20-LM or ) 20x42
K-1520-RM 1 20.X48

20x52
22x52

S 90.85
102.45

;

107.00

53. .50

62.65
67.90
70,80

S139.40
152.85
159.55

92.65
104.10
1 10.65
114.30

$141.40
154.85
161.55

94.65
106.10
112.65
116.30

$159.55
176.95
183.75

103.50
117.25
125.10
129.45

*Price includes K-S675 mixing faucet. See page 63.

(patent APPLIEU for)

Kohler Duostrainer can
now be had on both apion
and roll rim sinks.
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Brockton K-1540^RM

IN many homes the budget is necessarily limited and a sink of simple propor-

tions is desired. Like the 12" back sinks already sho^n, the Plymouth has

all the quality of materials and workmanship that go into the larger Kohler sinks,

but its less pretentious design and fewer accessories make it more economical. For

corner installation, this sink, by offering as it does more protection to the walls

with its high back, is very popular. This sink is made in three sizes—20x42",

20x52", and 22x52". For left corner installation, order K~1540-LA'I.

Dorchester K-1620-M

Where simplicity, or strict economy is the prime factor, this double drain board
roll rim sink is utilized. The same
care and materials go into its

T
- -> construction. Flint-gloss, the

^'f'Y^' wonderful acid-resisting enamel,
X

: is available when desired. It

has a mixing faucet with long

swing spout, and may be equipp-

ed with a Duostrainer. The Dor-
chesterishere shown with K-8680
faucet.

Dorchester K-1620-M

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL

Prices

*Regular

Fixture

Nickel
Plated

Size
'I

Fittings

K-1S40-LM or \
K-1.S40-RM /

K-1620-M

20x42
20x52
22x52

22x60

54.50
72.10
75.60

60.65

Flint-gloss Regular

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

S 93.85
115.90
120.30

74.95

$ 95.85
117.90
122.30

Flint-gloss

Chromium
Plated
Fittings

$105.00
131.40
136.65

*Price includes K-8680 mixing faucet. Similar to K-8675 only without hose.

K-8675
This nickel plated fitting

may be had in place of the
Octachrome when specified.

|ilijitieftfc«iiM«*Hi|^
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Berkshire K-1640-RM

Sutton K-1720-C

WHITE ENAMEL
Regular Flint-sloss

Prices Nickel Cliromiiim
Plated Plated

Fixture Size Fittings Fittings

Berkshire

K- 1 640-RMori
K-1640-LM /

20x42x18 S45.05 S55.45
20x42x20 45.05 55.45
20x48 47.10 58.05
20x49 47.10 58.05
20x52 49.20 60.65
22x52 51.25 63.20

Sutton K-1720-C 16x24 22.50 27.70
18x18 22.50 27.70
18x24 21.95 27.05
18x30 25.05 30.90
20x20 22.50 27.70
20x24 23.95 29.55
20x30 26.20 32.35
20x36 28.75 35.50
20x40 32.90 40.70
22x30 28.20 34.85
22x36 30.80 38.05
22x42 34.95 43.25

K-1798 20x32 33.35 40.10
22x42 38.50 46.50

Berkshire K-1640-RM

THE Berkshire is another roll rim sink of

economical design. Like the Dorchester
already shown, this sink may be equipped with
the Kohler Duostrainer with but a slight in-

crease in cost. It may be had in regular or

Flint-gloss enamel. It is made in a greatvariety
of sizes with difterent length sinks. These sizes

are indicated below.

Sutton K4720-C
Another economical sink for small kitchens

is this single compartment roll rim model. Like
all Kohler sinks, it may be had in Flint-gloss

and with chromium plated fittings. It is made
in a great variety of sizes.

Flat Rim Sink K-1798
Duostrainer Equipped

The new K-1798 sinkshownabove
will find wide appeal in many
homes whereatiled-in kitchen sink

is desired. Its flat rim and absence
of back makes it ideal for placing in

a setting of tile. In addition, both of

its spacious compartments are eight

inches deep, and both are equipped
wuth Kohler Duostrainers.
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Kohler Electric Clotheswasher Combination
Spring Grceti

The Laundry*s New Colorful

Washing Combination

A PLEASING note of color, the as-

surance of perfect washing action,

convenient working conditions—that is

what this new Kohler washing combina-

tion provides for you. The Kohler

Clotheswasher described on the next

page is illustrated above with the new
free-standing laundry trays. You can

work all around them and still you have

all the convenience of stationary tubs.

At the same time the entire combination

mav be had in any of the Kohler colors,

including West Point Gray all of which

are shown on this and succeeding pages.

They help to make your laundry an at-

tractive, pleasant place in which to

work.

Kohler Electric Clotheswasher
Horizon Blue

u. J. jt ^*>mm9J^)iHJ^,aL^M^
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The Kohler Electric

Clotheswasher

THE Kohler Electric Clothes-

washer has taken the interest

of women by storm. It is not only

beautiful and simple in design, but

its rapid, thorough, gentle wash-

ing is a revelation to those used

to an ordinary washing machine.

Collars and cuffs are the test of

good washing ; notice them as they

come from the Kohler Clothes-

washer, as fresh and clean as when
new. The six vane agitator of

new design is responsible; it whirls

the water around with a double

action both radial and rotating

which is exclusive with this

clotheswasher.

The tub, inside and out, is made
of hard,
smooth en-

amel, just

like your
bath tub.

It is so
s m o o t h

that the
finest gar-

ment can

be washed

without danger. It is easv to keep clean and its glistening surface retains heat

umisualh long. The enamel is Flint-gloss, the new acid and alkali resistn.g

enamel that will not roughen or discolor. .,,"
The mechanism is surprisingly simple, as a glance -^

the ihus^^^^^^

show. There are no exposed movmg parts there is noth-

ing to get out of order. An occasional oilmg is all the

care that is required. The power

travels on ball bearing shafts;

the gears run in oil.

The action, smooth and quiet,

the beauty and the efficiency of

this new Kohler Clotheswasher,

must be seen and demonstrated

to be appreciated. Stop^in at

your plumber's or at a Kohler

showroom and see one of these

new machines in action.

The sturdy simple, and efficient Kohler Electric Clotheswasher The water is wliirVed with an
aerating radial action

The gears run in oil, assuring

noiseless, economical action

The agitator is of new design
with six large vanes

Prices

K-2.'50O Clotheswasher in Flint-gloss Enamel

WHITE
I

COLORED
$160.00 ~l $173.00

mmmsm^m'§
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Kohler Electric Clotheswasher
West Point Gvfiv

Kohler Electric Clotheswasher
La I'en tier

Four more efficient Kohler Electric Clothes-

ivashers in color to beautify the modern laundry.



K-2670-A

The small drawing at
the right shows how con-
venientiy the Koh]er
Ele(rtric Clotheswasher _i^'~t-
(K-2500), with its swing- S4~\2<^
iiig wringer, combines ' ' - >=-

with the Kohler Free-
standing Laundry Trays
(K-2670-A), to make
washing a simple one-
two-three process.

Kohler Laundry Trays

AA'IOST welcome fixture to the
modern housewife is the new

K-2670-A free-standing latmdry
tray combination. They are trays,
like tubs, that stand in the middle
of the floor. You can work all

around them and still vou have a
stationary fixture. They are filled

from regular sink faucets; they are
emptied througii drains the same
as your sink. The interior is of
smooth, hard enamel that is easy
to clean and will remain so, especi-
ally if the enamel is Flint-gloss,
which is not affected by washing
compounds and will not roughen or
discolor. The height is adjustable to
the level of your washing machine.
The K-2700-A, with its eight

inch back, is a convenient tray for
installation along a wall. It is furn-
ished with two compression faucets
and a soap dish for each compart-
ment, witli painted adjustable legs
and a stiuxly hardwood wringer
holder.

The K-2 75 0-A is a series of
trays without back for wall instal-
lation. The faucets and soap dish
are in the tray itself. The trays
may be purchased in single units
so that as many as desired can be
installed in a row.

K-2700-A K-2750-A

Prices

Fixture Size

WHITE ENAMEL COLORED ENAMEL
Regular

Nickel
Plated Fittings

K-2670-A
K-270O-A
K-2750-A one tray
K-2750.A three trays

27x51 inches
26x52 inches
26x26 inches

S108.4S
95.15
,^2.85

92.65

Flint-gloss Regular

Chromium
Plated Fittings

Chromium
Plated Fittings

$128.70
115.05
39,40
112.90

S131.65
117.25

Flint-gloss

Chromium
Plated Fittings

S149.S0
134.25

! I
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Kohler Ware is Permanently Marked

ON every lavatory, bath tub, sink, and laundry tray manu-
factured by the Kohler Co., there is the pride mark, the

words "KOHLER U.S.A." fused in clear yet unobtrusive blue

letters into the enamel and under the glaze. This mark on 3^our

plumbing fixtures is a sign of unexcelled quality and of outstand-

ing value. It is a guarantee to you that you have in your home
fixtures of unimpeachable merit. It is a guard against possible

misrepresentation. Be sure that your plumber points out to

you the name "KOHLER" on every piece of ware that goes into

your home. On Kohler closet bowls the letters "K of K" ap-

pear with the same importance as the words for which they are

substituted. The illustration above with a part of the enamel

cut away shows how deep bedded and permanent this marking

is. The same is the case on Kohler vitreous china.

On all Kohler brass fittings the same name is found as that

which appears on the fixtures. The words "KOHLER U.S.A."

are impressed into the brass itself before the plating is applied.

These marks are all small and delicate. They are, however, in-

destructible. They are permanent marks that can not be re-

moved or imitated.

In addition to the permanent marks, all Kohler ware, when
delivered, has a small blue and gold sticker bearing the words

"KOHLER OF KOHLER" conspicuously placed upon it. The
letters "AR" are added when the enamel is Flint-gloss. These
stickers, which are easily washed off, are for quick identifica-

tion only, and should not be mistaken for the permanent marks
in the ware itself.

A portion of an Octa-
clirome sink faucet show-
ing how Kohler brass is

marked.

ILJUMIiil|Jllil|fe^
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How to Order Kohler Plumbing Fixtures

The Joh of the Master Plumber

AFTER you have studied this book or have been to a Kohler

.showroom and have selected the fixtures you most desire,

you are ready for the plumber. If you do not at present have

contact with some particular plumber, select one, using all the

care you would use in selecting a physician. The plumber in

recommending, installing, and tending to your plumbing fix-

tures, plays an important part in administering to the health

and comfort of you and your family, as well as in increasing the

satisfaction which you gain from the fixtures.

When you have selected your plumber point out to him in

this book the fixtures you desire. He will supply the fixtures

either from his stock or by ordering them from a wholesaler. If

you ha^•e been to a Kohler Showroom give your plumber a copy of

the plumbing Specifications which were prepared there for you.

In any event, you should ask for a duplicate copy of the

order so that you can make sure that the fixtures and fittings

are the exact ones you desired. Be sure that both the name and

the number are given. Check over with the plumber to assure

yourself that the sizes are right. That the correct color is speci-

fied, if color is desired. That Flint-gloss acid-resisting enamel

is called for on the proper fixtures. (Remember that all enameled

fixtures are available in Flint-gloss enamel.) As for fittings,

note whether nickel or chromium or gold plating is specified. If

chromium, either with china or metal handles and escutcheons.

Also specify if you wish the regular or Octachrome fittings.

If fixtures or fittings other than those shown in this book are

desired, your plumber will be glad to show you his large Kohler

catalog. From this book you can specify any article you desire

to meet your various needs.

Kohler Plumbing Specification book which
will be made up for you at a Kohler Showroom
or by your architect or plumber. It shows illus-

trations and specifications of the fixtures you
have selected for your home.

I
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Kohler Showrooms. Typical of the Eighteen Extending from

Coast to Coast

Seattle Richmond

Chicago New York
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Kohler Electric Plants
For Home and Industrial Use

I

Model 5A1—5 K.W., 110 Volt D. C.

N keeping Avith its policy of
supplying homes everywhere

with modern living comforts,
Kohler Co. has devised and |:)ro-

duced a line of superior electric

plants. In homes now without
electricity, these sturdy plants
will supply it abundantly for

hghting purposes, for household
appliances, for operating an auto-
matic water system and thus
making possible a modern plumb-
ing installation.

So economical and efficient are
these plants that they have also

found wide usage in various in-

dustrial pursuits. Thev are used
for emergency and auxiliary purposes by theatres, liospitals, factories
and fire departments.
At the present time the United States go\'ernment is using more than

500 Kohler Electric Plants for lighting night air mail beacons. There
are a great number of them also in use in many isolated lighthouses.
For these tasks where life hangs in the balance, these sturcK' and de-
pendable plants are day in and day out pro\'ing their worth.
The Kohler Electric Plant is composed of a sturdy gasoline dri^ en

four cylinder engine to which an oxersize compound wound generator
is directly connected. City standard 110 ^•olt current is supplied di-
rect from the generator without the use of large storage batteries.
Most models are entirely automatic in action. That is, they start when
the first light or appliance is turned
on, adjust themsehes to \'arying loads,

and stop when current is no longer re-

quired. *, K
In order that evef^vi^tiome, large or

small, as well as manytiitdustrial needs
can be supplied efficiently, Kohler Elec-
tric Plants are made in a number of
sizes— 13^, 2, 5, and 10 kilowatt plants
being available. If more current is re-

quired, two or more j^lants may be in-

stalled in multiple. There are also special

models that operate on natural or arti-

ficial gas, and models especially built for

marine use, as well as those that generate
220 volt current. Recently an alternat-

ing current plant has been introduced,
one that develops 5 KVA. Write for a
complete catalog about Kohler of Kohler
Electric Plants for domestic, industrial,

and auxiliary uses. Model D—1>^ K. W., 110 Volt D. C.
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Scenes from Kohler Village
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Kohler Village is noted for its broad, shady
streets and spacious, well lie[H lawns
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